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ABSTRACT
The author describes a psychologIcal assessment

rocest for use with the disadvantaged preschooler which involves
screening (identification), diagnostic evaluation, instruction
related assessment (formative evaluation), evaluation of the results
ofAnstruction (summative evaluation), and prediction of readiness.
Some generalizations which apply to preschool assessment are: (1) the
neCessity of using both multiple measures and multiple opportunities,.
for observation, (2) the distinction between capacity and performance,
and/the relevance of applying dynamic assessment strategies, (3) the
attention which needs to be paid to adequate sensory functioning, and
(4) the positive aspects of assessing the preschool child (such as

, the child's eagerness for attention). The issue of nondiscriminatory
apessment and assessment of minority children is considered in terms
of attempts to devise culture free measurAs. Among.the findings
relevant to preschool minority groups are thdt in assessing children ;

from 'nonEnglish speaking groups, the language dominance within the
child andthe primary language of the home needs to be knoWn; in

e-established with the '

family before attempting work with the child; and in assessing the
Nati e American child, nonverbal measures seem to be the least biases
in valuating ability to learn. It is concluded that
non iscriminatory assessment involves the use of-a-vArixt-y a
mea uress and strategies wlth the measures suiting the issues to be
as ssed and with direct learnjAg or dynamic strategies included.
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strive not only to determine the nature and possible causes

,

or maintaining conditions of'the'referral problems, but t'o
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TRANSPARENCY

Minor charms have been made to improve
reproductfon quahty

Points of view or opinions stated in thrs docu
rnent do not necessarily represent o Rico! NIE
positron or pokey

Boehm and Sandberg (1982) identify six purposes of

assessment at the preschool level: screening (identification),

diagnostic evaluation, instruction related assessment.(forma-'

tIve evaluation), evalpation of the results of instruction.

(summauLve evaluation), evaluation of.program effectiveness,

and prediction of readiness. Our team's assessments ihcorpor-

ate all but one of these purposes; tliat is, w9..are not as yet

involved in evaluation of prograM effectiveness, although

some ideas for future research evaluating Ai- own practices

will incorporate this purpose as well, .

In the area of screening and identification, ue look .

to the teachers for this information. We provide the teachers_

with a referral form and screening checklist to assist their

decision making in identifyihg children who require referral,
\.

and we are in the process of-trainingteachers and aides to

,administer the Denver instruments as an initial formal screen- ,

ing assessment. Following kreening and referral, we combine

diagnostic evaluation with instruction-related assessment and

findings,and recommendations to the preschool ed6Ca-

tion8l.setting. This is forMalized into an IPP (preschool
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equivalent of:an IEP) prbcess, but goes beyond mere paperwork

into a trully consultative relationship between referral

sources and assessors. :Evaluation of the results of instruc

tion occurs when the child's progress is monitored and peri

odically reevaluated. This reevaluation and monitoring is

most feasIble when children are referred early in the year.,

when they are young enough to be enrolled in Head ,Start for

two years, /or when they are receiving direct speech

therapy. This. t pe of ,involveMent with the child is optimal,

and permitS deri ation of .a much more accurate diagnostic

picture,which cludes assessment.of the childls respurtse

to inter ntion. A recent example of the ptility of such an

approach occurred, when a child by the third assessment re

'vealed himself to have a specific language,disability, when

,:he first assessment would have resulted,in a diagnosis of,

mental retardation.

And, finally, prediction of readinesS occurS when the
-

- children are assessed prior to graduation from Head Start

andhen they are about to enroll ill kindergarten. At this

time:the children who are likely to require special educa

tion services in public school are assessed specifically

to i0entify their school readiness skills and areas of special

need,.and Clinic TeaM meMbers are then.available as'child

advocates, representing the child and family at team meetings
/'

3
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,

where decisions'regarding special ed.cation services are made.
4

Thus, as/Boehm arid Sandberg poitt out, the above cited,

purpo§es are not discrete events, but a continbum of aSsess-.

. ment services provided to individual children. This need for

multiple stages of involvemene, as well as multiplevxposure,

to thechild'within Any single stage, is a particularly im-
r

portant isskie in the assessment of any preschool child .

(Lidz: 197q).

4 After this over-all summary of the assessment-process,

I would like to elaborate in somewhat greater detail on tlek

diasnostic, aspect as it relates to an instructional setting,,

as there are issues concerning this process which are of
f

particular concern for the pdêhoQl chlld (Lidz, 1977, 1982).

I will fitststressthat we) use no standard battery of

tests for our psychological assessments, and this statement
^

represents a value and point of \new which asserts that ass-

sessments are most meaningful if they respond to the issues
%

raised by the referral soufte, although the direction may At

a later time vary in response tkoquestions raised in the

-
examiner's mind (lidz, .1981). Because of this value, the

-,..#44

referral form has beendesigned to elicit information which

allows each assessment to be wtom-tailored for individual.

cases. There is, therefore, no opportunity foi the.teacher

, *TRANSPARENCY*
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to'request a specific,type of assessmene; but only to formu-,

late:the issues of conCern and the question to be addressed. ,

It is then possible for the assessor to determine an array of

-assessment stra.tegies to be applied, which may vary from any

combination of teacher/parent interviews,.classroom observa-
. .

tion, to fprmal stahdardized tests. The measu,res are at the

> . . . ,

service- of thedecisions to'be made and the information to be

derived; the assessar is not at the service of the measures.'

*TRANSPARENCY*

The nature af the developmental level of the preschool

child creates special challenges for the assessor, and, in

fact, makes assessment of the preschool child ,1-1 area of ,

Specialty. The child between three and five has not neces-

sarily de'Ve1opK1lhe ability to sit still for an hour at a

time, respond -dpprbpriately-to formalized test directions,

or verb 11..ze in ciearly formulated phrases. This is es-

eciai4y true of:the'child, who is referred for assessment,

/.as-the reqsonS for referral-may precisely' incorporate de-

ficien6ies.whic'h reduce the-accessability of the child to

adult tnte±yention. The examiner-must therefore not only be
-

acquainted yith a large array of appropriate measures) but

must be,adelit at Capitiliting upóil the child's naturdl re-
'

sponSe tendericieS. BecauSe the child is .usually not the
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best source of information about his or,her own ci;cumstances,
,

rating scales; questionnaires, and observational techniques

are particularly useful at this age. Because play is the

natural activity of the preschl child,.assessment measures

\ 'which incorporate piay have great potential foiqrielaing sig

nikicant information. Because development tends:*to proceed

in a fairly regular sequence, some of the components of which

1
have been identified for this age group, developmental scales

are another major source of.relevant information. Whatever,

the measure, individual assessment even for screening pur

poses is a necessity at this age.. .

I would like to mention some generalizations which apPly

to the assessment of the prescholer. The first is the neces

siey of utilizing both multiple.measures and multiple op

portunities for observation, a point already alluded to above

While suCh multiplicity is optimal at any age, it is essential

at the younger ages. The behavior and.levels Of functioning
4"

of young children normally fluctuate (Flapan.and Neubauer,

1970; Vane ahd Motta,'1978; Dunst and Rheingrover, 1581) and

rappOrt-Lbuilding is a major component of the intertction-with

children who may. still be struggling with separation and who ,

are quite wiant in their development of sodial skills in,

dealing with strangers. That familiarity with the examiner

can have'facilitaing effetts on the preschool 'child's eest

6
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performance +AS fbeen documented by Stoneman an Gibson (1978).

AnecdOtally, it is of note that a number of esdhool children .

from economically disadvantaged backgrounds are highly skilled

in theix social interactions even when.very poorly developed

in their task orientation and object relatedness: In some\

cases, clearly not the majority, thereilis a social precocity

\
which is inappropriate, so that the child is almost totally

person focused'with poor adult-child bodndaries, while at the

same time extremely'unskilled in preacademic dereghds iuch as

listening to stories, completing puzzles, liabeling shapes and
X,

colors, etc.

A second issne concerns the distinction' between capacity

and performancd and the relevanceoof applying dynamic assess-

meht strategies at this age. Trne to the saying\of not know-

ing a book by its cover, most assessors are now wdll aware
. A.

\.

of the,diffiCulty of interpreting obtained seores as more
.

V\
.

than samples of current/ach evement rather than capaOty to
(..-

'achieve. For the middle cl ss child, or any nonhandicapped

child from an.environment which has provided optimal mediating
,

experiences (Peuerstein, 1979), there is likely to be a closer
,. .

coincidence oftest.,functioning with learning ability. Fors
\ .

the child who is disadvantaged in terms of exposure to optimal
. 1

mediation, the coincidence between ability to profit from inA
\

struction and response to standard assessment procedures is

%
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likely to be reddced, and this lack of coincidence is more

likely to characterizelthe low SES preschool child (Lift,"

1982; Hunt and Kirk, 1974). lekthus becoMes necessary for'

the assessor not only to establish the nature and devee of

deficiency- or even die nature and" degi=ee of intactness- but

- )
to consider proCesses by which the chila arrives at solu-

tions and ertors a well ap processes by which the child's

behavior can.be modified. This is the essence of dynamic

assessment-which, I 1-isten to add, is not adequately de-

veloped for the,preschool child, but which is neverthelesS

possible to apply.on an informal, supplementary basiS. \ .

6

There are some tests already on the market which incorporate

elements of a process-oriented or dynamic approach, such as
,

the Psychoeducational,Evalbation.of the Preschool Child

.

(Jedrysek, Klapper, Pope, and Wortis; 1972), Goodman-Lock -

. :

Box (108l), and Discovering Learning Capacity by Stott
,

(using Flying.Start Materials, 1971).

A third issue is the greater priority of attention which

needs to be paid tO.adequate sensory functioning, particularly

to hearing, relative to the assessment of older children. BeL
,

cabse comminkcation skills are still developin, and are in

act in the most rapid. stage of development; and, e'specially,
-.. ,
because communication itself may be the referral issue and

1

s

s
.., ..
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may reflect a number of origins of difficulty, the diagnostic

ability of the 'examiner is put to the test. It is'not suf-

ficient merely to describe.the components of the problem for

remediation withdut concern for causes. Looking at hyper-
.

activity without considering lead poisoning or at speech dis-
,

'order without assessing hearing acuity may ignore possible

treatable conditions forithich the assessor is in a unique

position to detect (Gallagher and Bradley, 1972).

The final issue to be mentioned here describes the posi-

tive aspects of assessing the preschool child. .Ekcept for

the very:inhibited child or the child with unresolved separa-

tion problems, we have found'preschoolers eager, lor and open

to the attentions of the assessor. The children virtually

clamor to be taken out, and feel rejected when they are not

selecteil to be special- quite.in contrast to the older child

who may almost visibly withey in front of peers if the psy-
.

chologist da-re-Te-e-k-the child out for special attention. An-

other wonderful aspect of assessing the preschool child is

k,
the r lative unselfconsciousness/so that real observation

,

is.possible. While a visitor to the classroom is likely to

4
attract'attention, with encouragement/the children will just

goabout "doing their thing", and some,realistic behavioral

samples can be easily derived. Even when alone with the ex-

aminer, the preschool child can barely resist playing with

9
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toys presented, and I have at times invited another child

in for a play observation just to promote interaction.and

enhance the realistic qualities of the play:

...Evans (1474) lists a number of trends in the measure-

ment of young children's behavior, uhich inclvde: a'rapid .

increase in the measures available, increased Concern ,
.

with nonintellective factors, decreased ethno-centrism,

broadening of the types of strategies used, greater individu-

alization and prescriptive attention, and the availability

of a growing number of resource books and services. The li'st

of preschool tests passed out is Only a selection of wha4 is'

available, dlthough, as we are all well aware quantity does

91, not,equal quality, and there is, not suprisingly, more of .

the ,kormer than latter. In the annotated list of assess-

ment measures, some measures of particular promise aria with

which large numbers of assessors may not be familkay have .

been selected for elaboration. It is uptto the individual

assessor to determine what inform ion is needed and.by

what means such information is Isç elicited or generated.

With regard to(the issue of thnb-centrism, sO'far,

little has been sgid uhich is s ecific to the disadvantaged
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preschool child. Thid to a large extent represents a point

of view that much of what has been said in teneral about as-
,

A

sessment of preschool childi-en applies to the disadvantaged

child as well. Thelre is, after all, moxe in common about

children than not. I tiourd like to spend the rest of the

time discussing some specifics of nondiscriminatory as-

sessment.

The issue of nondiscriminatory assessment and assess-

ment of minority children is perhaps the biggest issue in

assessment today, and response'to the problems posed may

result in dramatic changes in ai'sessment methodoldgy,,par-
.

ticularly in the cognitive domain (Reschly, 1981; Hines,

1981).

Historically, attempts to devise culture-free measures

were unsuccessful, and there apppared to be a lull in the

literacure between ihe earlier attempts of Eels and Catteli

'and the more recent research of Mercer. 'The concepts of

culture-fairness approximates the idea of.nondiscriminatory

assessment in the aspect of attemPting to use content-

which is common to the cultures represented by the children

'assessed rather than attempting'the impossible feat of free-

ing,the content from any cultural influence (Anastasi,

1965). However, the test must also have relevance to a.

significant criterion, and not merely fail to discriminate-

between Minority groups or to give advantage to a minority

ii
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group. As Williams (1974) suggests, the concept of fair-
.

ness may be mori appropriate to a,test's use than to the
I.

test itself.

The alternative concept of culturp-specificity may

hold some promise for the purposes of withfin culture,pre-

.diction (Samuda, 1975; Kratochwill, et al. 1975; Scarr,

1981), but,has little applicability'beyond,documenting

acquisition of wcabillary and concepts within a'harrow

spectrum of v5rnacular. Other alternative attempts at

nondiscriminatory assessment have ncluded the use of

Piagetian tasks, linguistic transla ions pluralistic

norms, criterion-relerenced measures pretraining.for

test-wiseness, modifications of admi istration and in-

structions, and learning potential asse'ssment (discussed

above under dynamic s'trategies). All of these have areas

Duffe

.et al, 1981; Bailey.and Harbin, 198 ): Adaptive behavior.

measures, and inclusion of nonintellective factors are ad:-

ditional responses. to the problems-of traditfonal assess:'

ment for minóritie

.Relatively simple solutiong to the issue of'overrepre-

sentation
\
of minorifties in mental retardation categories are

*either to change the statistical cut-off pointg which con-'

tribute to the definitions of retardation, and to labl

12
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measures of intelligencd'as indicator,s Of achievement. While

such solutions represent oversiMplications of-some aspects 'of

the issves involved,theyremain viable partial responses never

theless. Howev'er,, if, the current measures. used Are successful

in predicting school achievement, then it-is dIear that the (

stress on the borderline deficient child is not receiving a

lully adequate resp6nse by merely changing labels. And it is

doubtful that Mercer isAsuggesting that such children should

not receive specialized programmingonly that they should not

le viewed or labeled as retarded.
b,

. The.issue of defining a nondiscriminatory measure seem
09

to have a lot to do with the use one intends to make of the
...,...... . ,

.

' results. If the mitcome of.the assessment is.to be a diagnos
. .

.

. ,

_ %tic label which aims to distinguish between mental deficiency.
, .

. ,

and normal cognitive functioning, then it would be very'lm

portant for,the items to reflect content with which the

children are familiar, that all have had an oliportUnity to

e exposed to the material, that it is administeredsin the pri

mary languagd, etc. If, however, ehe outcoli16. of the assess

ment is to reflect the child's degree'of.mastery Over badic

aspects of an identified cuIture,or curriculum, the above

prerequiiites would be less oritical or even irrelevant, and

the test would be used to eStablish discrepancids,betweeh

the child's current and the aesired status, talich in turh

11100
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would suggest educatiOnal objectives, without implications

about the nature of the learner. However, in-the case of

most psychological assessments, it is necegsar3 to have

something to say about the nature of the learner. As

Duffey and his co-authors suggest (1981), if there is any /

solution to the issue of defining a nondiscriminatory as-

sessment, it is more likely to lie in the manner in which

the measures are §elected for sp cific decisfonimaking

purposes and-in "the changing doer approaches to categori-

zation of learners, rather than in al4y test or strategy per

se.

One issue of nondiscriminatory assessment is tha of

defic,it versus difference concepts in interpreting results.

While there may have been too much emphasis over the years

on deficit (Cole and Bruner, 1971), to deny that prolonged

exposure to poverty is likely to take its toll on relation-

shipsvand child development does not do a service to those

living under the stress of such conditions. On the other

hand, it is necessary to acknowledge the positive Oultural

developments of the populations involved,and improve the

knowledge base regarding cultural differenes so that

children can be viewed in the context of their environments.

The assessor needs to be able to make distinctions be-

tween discrepanciesrwhich are deficits and those which are
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differences, and to identify those differences which may

produce deficits under specific circumstances.

Other"issues of cross-cultural and cross-ethnic as--

sessment are outlined by Sundberg and,Gonzales (1981),

and incrude:
,

language and dialectvdifferences which affect comprehension

by the examinee of questions; honverbal communication in-
,

volving the elements of eye contact, physical proximity.,

emcieional expression, posture, hand gesture, and mode of

dress; expectations and beliefs, for example, regarding

the degree of activity and passivity which should be 0,-

volved in a.social interaction, and attitudes toward 'dis-

closure of_Lnformation. Examples of these will be elabora-

ted when dfcussing specific ethnic groups. Sundberg and

Gonzales also point out the need to consider kntra-subgroup

differences. Not only are Puerto Ricans different from

Cubans who are different from Mexican-Americans, who are

different from Central Americans but there are evfn more

subtle differences within these groups which need to be

discovered in order to fully comprehend responses within

an assessment interaction. Settler (1974) cites an in-

teresting.statistic which claims that there are fourteen

Afro-American subgroups. It is all too frequ9Ai that those tests

*which purport to have normative representativness of minorit-

ies group minorities together as an undifferentiated mass as

,

15
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as if off-white coloraeion were a significarit Unifying factor.

What are'some.of the issues and'findings relevant to

the primary minority groups in this country,-and applicable

to children of pieschool age?

Contra'ry to,at least my own eXpectations, Epps' (1974)

review of the literature regarding effect'S of race of ex7

aminer suggests that thts variable may be more of a negative

stimulus for younger than older children. iiowever, none of

the data cited specifically concernchildren as young as pre-
,

school age, and the findi,ngs on this question are at best

equivocal. (Lambert, Wilcox, and Gleason, 1974).

On two'measures used frequently with preschoolers, the

WPkI and McCarthy, the WPPSI fac'tors have been found to be

congruent for both blacks and whites, while, for the McCarthy,

congruence is, suggested but less clear (data cited in Rey-

nolds 1982, Pp, 198-199). Studies using other preschool mea-.

sures add to evidence of congrence across races and "add

support to the use Of existing preschoor screening measures

with black and white children of both sexes in'the very

necessary process of early identification of potential learn-

ing and behavior problems" (P. 199).

Gay and Abrahams (1973) discuss some of the preconcep-

tions .of blacks about whites with which the white examiner

must deal. These include early teaching of mistrust of whites

in anticipation, of ekpectations of not being liked; such mis-
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.trust.may 'sflow up in the 7,clitild's lack of communication

which would reflect cautiousness rather than cOmmunicatian

disability. Further,- some of the children are taught to

show respeCt/for adulta by lowering their eyea and,remain,

'-ing-sfient. Many blacks perceive white interactional style

as being 'eold and aloof, ahd.experience the testing situa-,

tion as reflecting these characteristics.. These authors

describe many black households as reflecting a post-agrarian
,

.

functional style which encourages having many children each

to participate actively in household chores, with the mother
.s,

.

at the helm, and with.older children taking over much of
-

the child rearing after infancy. This styfe results in the

.child feeling accu d of wrongdoing if directly queried.by.,"

C
,

an adult.

In assessing children fron non-English speaking group,

'4
two obviously necessary pieces of information: arg language .

-,.
- t.

dominance -ithin the child and the primary language of the ,

(
. .

.

home ( tluck and Mace, 1973). In the case of the pre-

schooler, home langu'age is likely,to be more imporPant than

peer language. Other than observations of level of play)

there is no substitute for having a bilingual-assessor, who

not only would be able to qommunicate iikth the family, but
-

who would be able to determine the level) of the'Child's

language competency in the primar9 language. Short of the

ideal of-having,a bilingual assessor, the uS'e of an inter-
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tor and of nonverbal measures allow some observations to

be made albeit with cautious interpretation of results
,

(Clari2io1972.; Darcy, 1978). However, havingan,inter*
. et,

pretor translate'verbal items of a testis no.t advisable

,beeguse of the potential problem of changing the nature of

what is assessed, especially conceining the issue of dif-

ficulty level of 'the items (Roca 1978). Specific language

interferences to testing ?or Hispanics will be discussed

by the other presenters. SuffiCe it to say that it would

be all to easy to conclude that)there are comprehension or

auditory discrimination problems even in the child with

fairly good English mastery, when the source of the chiljp's

errors reside in the dialeet:

The Florida Association of School Psychologists (no

date) has publishea a helpful general "Guide to .the As-,

sessment of Hispanic limited-English Speaking Clients."

Martinez-Morales and Cook(1982) discuss specifies of

the examiner-paminee relationship which are relevant to'

the assessment of the Hispanic child. Some general character,-

istics of Hispanic families include a patriarchica]: organiza-*

tion, with the male accorded great dignity, respect, and

obedienCe, clear and differentiated sex roles, distant father-

son relationships, with close mother-daughter relationships

and avoidance of diSclogure of personal information to people
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. .

outside the'family or community network. 'Some implications

for assessment include potential problems for the female
111 , ..

assessor idth a male (particularly older) child, as well as

with 'trying to communicate results_to the famdly. The

.authors recommend establishing rapport.with the fami to

develop a i.elation'ship of confidence before attempting to,

work with the child. 'Hispanic communication Styles are

described as showing respect by lowered head and eyes and

eilence, greater-reliance on nonverbal communication than

many Anglo-Americans, and.equation of prolonged eye cbn-

tact with sex or aggression. The issue
A. of'personal space

is frequently mentioned with regard to contact with many

cultures. In the case of the Hispanic cultures, Martinez-
,

Morales-and Cook cite an equation of Latin-American per-

sonal distance with Anglo-culture intimate distance. In

order to reduce the feeling df coldness of Anglo distance
1

for the Hispardc child, thet-authors recommend that the

examiner sit on the.same side of the table aS the child t

rather than across the table. Touching is another point

of differ' with the Spanish cultures frequently

characteriecJ by more use of touch e an may be comfortable

kot anAnglo-American. Differences in ody mvement (high

level), cognitive style (more field-dependent), and time

oriettation (of less importance) are\also discussed.

S.
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This paper can nOt possibly provide comp.r.a4nsive

covrage of all minorities. However, before bringing this

presentatipn to a close, I would like to make soem commentN
1

0

on the assessment of the Native *American child. This is

not a,population with-wAh our urban Philadelphia Team has

any experience, and it is an area where I ave gathered
-

onl limited information. Hynd.(1979)144:4Sattler (1974)

revi 7 some issues and information in this area... Hynd sug-

gests th nonverbal measures offer the least biased is-

sessment for Native-American in terms of estimating

ability to learn. Some characteristics of the child in the

assessment situation include nonissertiveness ind minimal

spohtaneOus verbalization, lack of eye contact and avoidant

behaviors, and possible difficulty responding quickly to

timed items. Some values communicated in the childrearing

of a Native AmeriCan are said to include emphasis on co-
A

operation and discouragement of competition ahd individual

achievement, orientation on an unhurried, present focused

- lifestyle, the belief that disclosure of personal infor:

mation gives the other person control over the discloser's

behavior,'and a geheral desire to remain anony9ous. Esteem

is gained by helping another person to improve a skill, and

may be perceiVed by the uninitiated Angld-American as cheat-

ing.

r-'
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In conclusion, supported by the earli.er writings of

Arthur Jensen (1970), I ..111 suggesting that nondiscriminatory

assessments of any age child, and certainly the preschool

child from a disadvantaged background, can only bp achieved_

when a variety:of Measures and strategkes are used, when the

measures suit the issues to the assessed, and, in the case

of attempts to_explore ability, when direct learning or dynamic

strategies are included.' I will end wilch a quote from Jensen,

who said that, the "brightness (of the disadvantaged

child) _is not-..tapped by-any standardized IQ testv.....

most' of these children are capable of learning with.ease

and,speed far_beyond what one would pmedict an the basis of

theif conventional IQ" (P. 97) ,
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